Barbour & Waterman Gymnasiums, ca. 1900

Chemical Laboratory, 1870s

Medical Building

the first organized campus sports were cricket in 1860 and
baseball in 1863. for years students lobbied for permanent
athletic facilities, claiming that a gymnasium would help
reduce rowdyism. waterman gymnasium for men (right) was
completed in 1894 on the site of the original baseball diamond. two years later barbour gymnasium for women (left)
was added with social rooms and an office for the new Dean
of women, dr. eliza mosher. both gyms were demolished in
1977 and replaced by the dow chemistry building in 1989.

built in 1856 at the request of president tappan, the
“chemical laboratory for analytical courses” was one of
the first in the world devoted exclusively to laboratory
instruction in chemistry. originally only three rooms, it
was expanded many times, and provided 135 lab benches by
1868. after a new chemistry building was erected in 1909,
the economics department occupied the old building until
it was destroyed by fire
in 1981.

the medical department began in 1850 in this greek revival
building on east university. a pioneer in medical education,
it contained laboratories, lecture rooms, and a large
amphitheater for dissection when cadavers were available.
the four-story wing at the rear was added in 1864. the
building was replaced by randall physics laboratory in 1914.

left: students at the
1914 j-hop in waterman gym formed the
traditional block m.

right: the medical school
attracted many of the
first women students.

right: students at work in
the laboratory, 1887.

Detroit Observatory, 1858

Engineering Laboratory

completed in 1854 on a hill northeast
of campus, the detroit observatory
demonstrated president tappan’s commitment to practical scientific education. detroit businessmen, eager for an accurate timekeeping service, provided
funding. director franz brunnow was um’s first ph.d. professor
and became tappan’s son-in-law. the observatory, stripped
of later additions and restored, with its two original
telescopes, reopened as a museum in 1999.

engineering classes had been
taught in the literary department
beginning in 1853. this laboratory,
begun in 1885, was expanded several
times, providing drawing rooms,
testing machines, steam engines, and a 70-foot tower with a
water tank for hydraulic work. a separate college by 1895,
engineering dominated the southeast corner of campus for
a century. the laboratory itself was replaced by the undergraduate library in 1956.

inset: the meridian circle telescope, the most accurate way
to calculate time in 1854.

inset: original engineering laboratory, 1882,
known as the “little scientific blacksmith shop.”

Hospital Pavilions
from Campus,
ca. 1880

General Library
completed in 1883, the
general library also housed
the university’s art collection.
with an impressive four-story,
semicircular reading room and
twin towers, one with clock
and chimes, it was a campus
landmark for decades. in 1917 the building was demolished
except for the fireproof stacks that were incorporated into
what became the graduate library.

one of the original four faculty houses was converted
in 1869 into the first university teaching hospital in the
nation. long wooden pavilions added to the rear were
designed to be burned in case of contamination. the structure
was replaced by a new chemistry building in 1909. note the
formality of student dress.
inset: pavilion interior.

inset: reading room with heroic statue of “michigan”
by renowned ann arbor sculptor randolph rogers.

University of Michigan Campus, 1907

Campus as
later recalled
by a member
of the class
of 1849
early students, all
male, were expected
to chop their own firewood, bring it across
the muddy campus from
the central wood yard, and carry water up to their rooms
from the well. in all weather they used the latrine behind
the college buildings. rooms were lit by candles or the fire
in an iron stove. meals were taken at private homes nearby.
students often stopped to chat near the stile steps at the
northwest corner of the fence surrounding campus.

by the end of james b. angell’s 38year presidency, a row of impressive
buildings lined state street. the law
building (left) had been enlarged, and the
original dome on university hall replaced.
the university museum, with its square tower,
was designed by um’s first architecture
professor, william lebaron jenney, who

later invented the steel frame skyscraper.
on the corner is an early design for alumni
memorial hall, built with a different facade
in 1910. only five of the many buildings
added during angell’s tenure remained by
2000: alumni memorial hall, tappan hall
directly behind it, west hall (top right),
the dana building, and north hall.

above left: campus from state and north university at the
end of tappan’s presidency, 1863. note the stile on the fence
at left.

President’s House
from Campus, 1870s
one of the four faculty
houses built in 1840 became
the president’s house when
henry p. tappan arrived in
1852. it is the only surviving original campus building.
the third floor and kitchen wing were added before 1871,
when james b. angell made indoor plumbing a requirement
for accepting the presidency. the campus side included
barns, an orchard, and a vegetable garden.
inset: sarah caswell angell, the president’s wife (standing
at right), hosts the browning society, late 1890s.
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